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Abstract. This paper continues a systematic approach to build natural
deduction calculi and corresponding proof procedures for non-classical
logics. Our attention is now paid to the framework of paraconsistent
logics. These logics are used, in particular, for reasoning about systems
where paradoxes do not lead to the 'deductive explosion', i.e. where for-
mulae of the type false ) A, for any A, are not valid. We formulate
the natural deduction system, explain its main concepts, dene proof
searching techniques and illustrate them by examples.
1 Introduction
When we speak about the reasoning tools related to modern computer systems
we must take into account that these systems are complex, dynamic and het-
erogenous. Consider, for example, the problem of formation of heterogeneous
resources into networks or into clouds. Conicts of various types are inevitable
here and very often a system functions quite well despite their present. This leads
us to the necessity of equipping the system with reasoning techniques capable of
coping with such conicts. It is natural to think of a conict as of an anomaly,
some kind of a paradox, or simply of a contradiction. Classical reasoning is not
appropriate here as it validates ex falso quodlibet the famous principle of deriv-
ing anything from a contradiction. If we obtain a specication, S, of a system
with conicts, and reason classically then S becomes trivial. Therefore, there is
a need to develop deductive methods which makes it possible to reason about
about paradoxical statements correctly, but at the same time without turning
the S into trivial. We will enable then the system to identify, localise conicts
and to `live with them' not violating its essential functionalities.
Classical reasoning is based on the assumptions that possible worlds cannot
contain contradictions and are complete. If Prop stands for the set of propo-
sitions and W for the set of possible worlds, then the former means that for
every possible world w 2 W , and any  2 Prop, it is not possible that  2 w
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and : 2 w, while the latter principle suggests that for every w 2 W , and any
 2 Prop, we require  2 w or : 2 w. When the rst principle, of bivalence,
is not required we are led to the framework of paraconsistency.
In this paper we concentrate on paraconsistent logic PCont, [3], [2], [1] and
[12]. In our presentation of an ND formulation of PCont we directly follow the
notation of the latter.
The particular approach to build an ND-calculus we are interested in is de-
scribed in detail in [5]. It is a modication of Quine's representation of subordi-
nate proof [11] developed for classical propositional and rst-order logic. Recall
that natural deduction calculi (abbreviated in this paper by `ND') of this type
were originally developed by Jaskowski [9]. Jaskowski-style natural deduction
was improved by Fitch [8] and simplied by Quine [11].
The ND technique initially dened for classical propositional logic was ex-
tended to rst-order logic [5, 6] and subsequently to the non-classical framework
of propositional intuitionistic logic [10]. In [4] it was further extended to capture
propositional linear-time temporal logic PLTL and in [7] the ND system was
proposed for the computation tree logic CTL.
to be corrected The paper is organized as follows. In x2 we describe PCont
reviewing its axiomatics and semantics. In x3 we formulate the natural deduction
calculus and give an example of the construction of the proof. Subsequently, in
x4, we introduce the main proof-searching procedures. Finally, in x5, we provide
concluding remarks and identify future work.
2 Paraconsistent Logic PCont
Fixing a set Prop of propositions, we export the following axiomatics of PCont
from [12].
PCont Axiomatics
1: (A) B)) ((B ) C)) (A) C))
2: A) (A _B)
3: A) (B _A)
4: (A) C)) ((B ) C)) ((A _B)) C))
5: (A ^B)) A
6: (A ^B)) B
7: (C ) A)) ((C ) B)) (C ) (A ^B)))
8: A) (B ) A)
9: (A) (B ) C))) ((A) B)) (A) C))
10: ((A) B)) A)) A
11: :(A _B)) (:A ^ :B)
12: (:A ^ :B)) :(A _B)
13: :(A ^B)) (:A _ :B)
14: (:A _ :B)) :A ^ :B)
15: :(A) B)) (A ^ :B)
16: (A ^ :B)) :(A) B)
17: ::A) A
18: A) ::A
19: A _ :A:
Rule of inference: From A and A) B infer B.
Semantics
The axioms of PCont are adequate to the following matrix semantics with
three values 1, t, 0 and two designated values 1, t.
) 1 t 0
1 1 t 0
t 1 t 0
0 1 1 1
p :p
1 o
t t
0 1
_ 1 t 0
1 1 1 1
t 1 t t
0 1 t 0
^ 1 t 0
1 1 t 0
t t t 0
0 0 0 0
3 Natural deduction system NPCont
Notation
{ By a literal we understand a proposition or its negation.
{ We will use the symbols ``' and `j=' as follows. By writing   ` B we mean
a task to establish a natural deduction derivation of a formula B from a set
of assumptions   . If   , in   ` B, is empty then the task is to prove that
B is a theorem, and in this case we will simply write ` B. The abbreviation
  j= B stands for establishing that B is a logical consequence of a set of
assumptions   . If   , in   j= B, is empty then the task is to show that B is
a valid formula and in this case we will simply write j= B.
Therefore, we might be given either of the following tasks: to nd an ND
derivation   ` B or to nd an ND proof ` B.
Specically for an ND calculus, in constructing an ND derivation, we are
allowed to introduce arbitrary formulae as new assumptions. Consequently, any
formula in a derivation is either an assumption or a formula which is obtained
as a result of the application of one of the inference rules.
Further, the set of rules is divided into the two classes: elimination and
introduction rules. Rules of the rst group allow us to simplify formulae to which
they are applied.
These are rules for the `elimination' of logical constants. Rules of the second
group are aimed at `building' formulae, introducing new logical constants. In
Figure 1 we dene sets of elimination and introduction rules, where prexes `el'
and `in' abbreviate an elimination and an introduction rule, respectively.
Denition 1 (Inference). An inference in the system NPCont is a nite non-
empty sequence of formulae with the following conditions:
{ each formula is an assumption or is derived from the previous ones via a
NPCont-rule;
Elimination Rules :
^ el1 A ^B
A
^ el2 A ^B
B
: ^ el :(A ^B):A _ :B _ el
A _B; [A]C; [B]C;
C
: _ el1 :(A _B):A : _ el2
:(A _B)
:B
) el A) B; A
B
: ) el1 :(A) B)
A
: ) el2 :(A) B):B
: el ::A
A
PCont  _ el [A] C; [:A] C
C
 P [A  B] A
A
Introduction Rules :
^ in A; B
A ^B
: ^ in1 :A:(A ^B) : ^ in2
:B
:(A ^B)
_ in1 A
A _B _ in2
B
A _B
: _ in :A;:B:(A _B) ) in
[C] B
C ) B
: ) in A;:B:(A) B) : in
B
::B
Fig. 1. NPCont-rules
{ by applying )in in each formula starting from the last alive assumption
until the result of the application of this rule, inclusively, is discarded from
the inference;
{ by applying _el each formula starting from assumption A until formula C,
inclusively, as well as each formula starting from assumption B until formula
C, inclusively, is discarded from the inference;
{ by applying PCont   _el each formula starting from assumption A until
formula C, inclusively, as well as each formula starting from assumption A
until formula C, inclusively, is discarded from the inference.
Denition 2 (Proof). A proof in the system NPCont is an inference from the
empty set of assumptions.
Two rules deserve attention. First, it is PCont_el rule which is specic for
this logic and is one of variants of the disjunction elimination rule for some non-
classical logics. The  P rule is analoque to axiom 10 which represents Pierce
law.
As an example of the ND proof let us consider the proof for axiom 7.
list proof annotation
1. A  C assumption
2. B  C assumption
3. A _B assumption
4. A assumption
5. C ) el, 1,4
6. B assumption
7. C ) el, 2,6
8. C _el, 3,4,6, [4-5],[6-7]
9. (A _B)  C ) in; 8, [3-7]
10. (B  C)  ((A _B)  C) ) in; 9, [2-9]
11. (A  C)  ((B  C)  ((A _B)  C))) in; 10, [1-10]
NPCont has been shown to be sound and complete, i.e. the following theorem
holds:
Theorem 1.   `NPCont A,   j= A. [13]
4 Proof Searching Techniques in NPCont
We preserve the goal-directed nature of the proof searching strategy creating
two sequences of formulae: list proof and list goals. The rst sequence represents
formulae which forms a proof. In the second sequence we keep track of the list
of goals. An algo-derivation, NDalg, as previously, is a pair (list proof, list goals)
whose construction is determined by the searching procedure outlined below.
On each step of constructing an NDalg, a specic goal is chosen, which should
be reached at the current stage, we call this goal a current goal. The rst goal
of list goals is extracted from the given task, we will refer to this goal as to the
initial goal.
A current goal, Gn, occurring in list goals= hG1; G2; : : : ; Gni, is reached if
there is a formula in list proof identical with Gn.
When we construct a derivation, we check whether the current goal has been
reached. If it has been reached then we apply the appropriate introduction rule,
and this is the only reason for the application of introduction rules. Alternatively,
(if the current goal has not been reached), we continue searching how to update
list proof and list goals.
Proof-Searching Procedures
Procedure 1. This procedure updates a sequence list proof by searching for
an applicable elimination ND-rule and updates list proof by the conclusion of
the corresponding rule.
The new rule _el is now associated with the new strategy. If list proofcontains
a disjunctive formula A_B then the rule is applicable if only the same formula
C is derivable from both disjuncts. However, what is this formula C? It makes
sense to restrict our search space when we try to apply this rule by considering
C as a goal from list goals, when procedure 2 has been applied, more precisely,
when Procedure 2.5 has been applied.
The relevant strategy is now straightforward. Given that Procedure 2 has
been applied, the current goal is some formula C, the following strategy is in-
voked:
 ;A _B ` ;C  !  ;A ` ;C;  ;B ` ;C
Procedure 2. Here a new goal is synthesized in a backward chaining style.
This procedure applies when Procedure 1 terminates, i.e. when no elimination
ND-rule can be applied, and the current goal, Gn, is not reached. The type
of Gn determines how the sequences list proof and list goals must be updated.
Procedures dealing with conjunctive, disjunctive and implication type goals are
preserved:
(2:1)   ` ;A ^B  !   ` ;A ^B;B;A
(2:2)   ` ;A _B  !   ` ;A _B;A
(2:3)   ` ;A _B  !   ` ;A _B;B
(2:4)   ` ;A  B  !  ;A ` ;A  B;B
The new procedure now is the one dealing with an unreachable goal, F , which
is either a literal or a negative formula.
(2:5)   ` ;F  !  ;:F ` ;F
Let us explain the idea behind this last strategy. When we cannot current
goal, F , and procedures 2.1-2.4 are not applicable, we follow similar to the classi-
cal refutation. However, now, in the setting of paraconsistent logic, we deal with
this situation dierently. Namely, once we assumed :F we aim at achieving the
goal F . If this can be done then we can always add to list proof a proof of F
from F . These two would give us the required basis to apply P   Cont_el rule,
namely, [:F ]; F and [F ]; F which would enable us to derive the desired F .
Interestingly, the discovery of this strategy prompted us to consider narrow-
ing the P   Cont_el rule to just
[C] C; [:C] C
C
However, this would have restricted the manual theorem proving in the sys-
tem thus making some proofs longer.
Procedure 3. This procedure checks the reachability of the current goal in the
sequence list goals. If the current goal Gn is reached then the sequence list goals
is updated by deleting Gn and setting Gn 1 as the current goal.
Procedure 4. Procedure 4 indicates that one of the introduction ND-rules, i.e.
a rule which introduces a logical connective must be applied.
The proof searching algorithm is essentially preserved from the classical set-
ting. Surely, the exception is now the technique to cope with disjunction, i.e with
_el and PCont specic rules.
Examples
Now we will give two examples of ND proofs. The rst example is a successful
proof of axiom 7 following the searching technique. The second example shows
how the procedure terminates without nding a proof.
We will see where an automated proof diers from the manual one given in
previous section. We set the initial goal as axiom 7. As its main symbol is) and
the goal is not reached we apply Procedure 2.4 which gives us a new assumption
A  C (step 1) and a new goal (B  C)  ((A _ B)  C). Again, the current
goal is not reached and analysing its structure we apply Procedure 2.4 to give
us a new assumption B  C (step 2) and a new goal (A _ B)  C. Similar
reasoning gives us step 3. Now, the current goal is C, it is not reachable, hence
we apply Procedure 2.5 to give us new assumption :C at step 4. This latter
technique is the one which distinguishes automated proof from the manual one
given in previous section. In the analysis, in list goals we explicitly show that C
must be obtained from the assumption [:C] which should later be discarded.
list proof annotation list goals
G0 = (A  C)  ((B  C)  ((A _B)  C))
1. A  C assumption G0; G1 = (B  C)  ((A _B)  C)
2. B  C assumption G0; G1; G2 = (A _B)  C
3. A _B assumption G0; G1; G2; C
4. :C assumption [:C]C
At this stage we re Procedure 1 once again, after Procedure 2.5 has been
applied, and our target now is the disjunctive formula A _ B at step 3. Thus,
we have to create two new subproofs, commencing with the disjuncts of this
disjunctive formula, targeting elimination of disjunction. Now we know that the
formula we want to derive from both disjuncts is the current goal, C. Hence
steps 5 and 7 are new assumptions, disjuncts of A _ B and the notation in
list goals is chosen to explicitly show that the goal C should be obtained from
the assumptions [A] and [B] such that both assumptions should be discharged
later. In both cases we derive C, at steps 6 and 8 by modus ponens. Now we have
grounds to eliminate disjunction from step 3 applying _el and deriving step 9.
Note that we must discharge assumptions 5 and 7 and discard all formulae that
are dependant on these assumptions, which is shown by the notation [5-6], [7-8].
list proof annotation list goals
5. A assumption [A]C
6. C ) el, 1,5
7. B assumption [B]C
8. C ) el, 2,7
9. C _el, 3,5,7, [5-6],[7-8] [A]C; [B]; C
The notation at step 9 shows that C has been reached and the corresponding
assumptions have been discharged. As we have completed the algo-proof task to
derive C from :C we now need to derive C from C which is trivial, step 10.
At this stage we have all grounds to apply PCont_el rule to derive C at step
11 This gives us the desired goal C and by applying consecutively )in rule we
complete the proof.
list proof annotation list goals
10. C assumption
11. C PCont_el:10,9, [10],[4-9]
12. (A _B)  C ) in; 11, [3-10] G2 reached
13. (B  C)  ((A _B)  C) ) in; 12, [2-11] G1 reached
14. (A  C) 
((B  C))  ((A _B)  C)) in; 13, [1-13] G0 reached
Finally we will give an example of a formula for which proof is not found,
(A) :B)) (B ) :A).
list proof list goals
1. A) :B assumption B ) :A
2. B assumption :A
3. A assumption [A] :A; [:A] :A
4. :B ) el; 1; 3
Goal [A]:A cannot be reached.
5 Conclusion and future work
6 Discussion
We have presented a proof search technique in natural deduction system for
paraconsistent logic PCont. To the best of our knowledge, there is no other
similar works.
Our proof-searching technique preserves many of the strategies developed
earlier but also introduces new techniques that are specic for PCont. Showing
the correctness of the presented proof search technique is our next task. The
development of a proof-search procedure will enable the implementation of the
method.
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